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COMPARATIVE STUDY ON THE UTILISATION OF ACTIVE MATERIAL IN
THE CAST AND EXPANDED LEAD ALLOY NEGATIVE GRID
S
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This paper compares the performance of negative plates made from cast and expanded Pb-Ca-Sn grid
alloy at different rates of discharge (current density). It has been found that at very low rate of discharge
the active material utilisation of expanded grid is more whereas at high discharge rates the active material
utilisation is more in the case of cast grid.
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INTRODUCTION

inhomogeneous current distribution across the electrod
plane at high rate discharge [2).

One important aim in battery research is to improve the
perfOlmance of a battery so as to have high energy density.
This can be achieved by changing the container material and
the current carrying components as well as by increasing the
utilisation of the ctive mat rial and electrolyte. This paper
deals with one of these aspects, namely, grid design for lead
acid batt ry.
The grid is regarded as simply an electrical conductor and
by consid ring the spati I variation of the urrent density
within the grid network it is shown how designs which may
beller employ the avail ble metal be evolved [1]. White the
electrical r si lance of the lectrodes in lead/acid batteries
can be neglected on low-rat discharges in comparison with
other resi tive contributions, th minimization of eleclrode
resistance is very important as it reduces cell oltage and

EXPERIMENTAL
The caSI grids were made by conventional technique while
for expanded grid, sl b were cast, rolled and punched. The
sizes of both expanded and ast grids were 14 cm x 13 cm
x 2.2 mm. In rder to ensure uniformity in cast and expanded
grid, two sets of xperiments were carried out in each case.
Both negative grids were made from Pb-0.07% Ca-0.03%
AI. Identical cast grids were u ed for positive and negative
made from cast and expanded grids. Four cells were
as embled with two positives and one negative. The ratio of
grid to active rraterial was 1: 1.09 for both cast and expanded
grid. Cell numbers 1 and 2 contain two cast positive, in
between one expanded negative grid and separator on b th
sides in ch cell. In cell num ers 3 and 4, two cast positive
and one cast egative and separator on both sides in b tw n

T ABLE I: Percentage of active material utilization of negative plate at
various current densities (AI dm 2) for expanded/cast grids
Design of
negative gnd
Expanded
Cell No I
Cell No 2
a t
Cell No 3
Cell No 4

Current density (A/dml
0.274

1.3736

2.197
3.0219
2.6098
Percentage of active material utilization

53.39
53.29

36.55
37.60

27.87
27.57

22.76
22.45

44.44
46.03

32.70
30.97

26.23
24.52

21.30
21.30
350

3.296

3.571

21.77
22.14

19.65
I .95

19.80
18.47

23.26
23.89

18.79
19.30

18.69
19.20
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positive in each cell. The positive gridS are made from

follows a path from the grid through grid 1ugs and straps

Pb-Sb-Cd alloy. After the assembly of cell, it is subjected to

where the currents of each of the plates in the cell are

discharge at different current densities in 1280 SpGr acid.

summed and carried to the intercell connectors.

The cut off voltage was 1.75 VPc.

At low current density, a uniform loading of lead sulphate
(PbS0 4 ) occurs in the interior of the electrodes during entire

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

discharge. The sulphuric acid necessary for this discharge
At each current density value, the utilisation of active

must be brought into the pore system by diffusion and

material at the negative plate is calculated for both the grids

migration [5]. These PbS0 4 crystals deposited on 'Pb'

and the result is given in Table 1. Graph is drawn between

becomes larger with decreasing current density [6]. It is

current density and percentage of active material utilisation

reported that the cast grid with take off lugs cast near the

and shown in Fig. 1.

centre of grids (incorporated in our cast grid design) gives
2

the active

more uniform current density over the plate surface [7].

material utilisation of negative plate with expanded grid is

However, in the experimental observations, the coefficient

more than that of cast grids. As the current density value

use of active material in expanded grid is more than cast

goes on increasing the utilisation of active mass is decreasing

grid at low current density. This means that the expanded

At a current density of less than 1.37 A/dm

for both expanded and cast grids. However, at a current
2

density of 2.6098 A/dm onwards the trend for cast grid is
increasing and reaches a maximum value at a cunent density
of 3.0219 A/dm

2

and after this it decreases and coincides
2

with expanded grid at current density of 3.296 A/dm and

grid should have a low resistance as compared to cast grid.
This could be achieved by the diamonds in the expanded
grid which is relatively small to minimize the effect of less
conductive paste.

In

addition

to

small diamonds, the

differential width diamond increases the performance by

remains constant. For expanded grid the percentage of active

increasing conductive capacity in the high current density

material

areas of the grids [8].

utilisation

reaches

a

minImum

value

at

2

3.296 A/dm and remains constant.
The internal resistance of a battery IS the sum of the

With increasing discharge current density, finer PbS0 4
crystals deposit on the electrode surface causes a decrease

resistance of the electronically and ionically conducting . in active material utilization. At a current density of
components [3]. In lead acid battery system, the active
material transfers current from the electrochemical reaction
sites to the supporting grid members [4]. The current then

2

3.019 A/dm the utilisation of active material in the cast
grid is more than that of expanded grid. This result coincides
with already reported expanded metal grids resulted in 18%
reduction in the high rate performance for equivalent plate
area to conventionally cast grids [9].
The electronic portions of the resistance to current flow with
the exception of grid resistance are small amounting to 8%
of the internal loss in the conventional battery designs [10].
Grid resistance alone adds 19% to the total. Ionic resistance
in the electrolyte path is another 17% which leaves by
difference 56% in the areas of mass transfer (concentration
polarization), reaction kinetics and electrode morphology.
The current distribution in the practical porous electrode is

,.

not uniform because of the mass transfer and ohmic
hindrances. Since all the parameters are same, it is felt that
22

the grid resistance alone makes thjs difference between cast
and expanded grid. The decrease in the utilisation of active
'·OL~-'--.J.O
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material in expanded grid may be due to non-uniformity of

CURRENT DENSITY. A f dm 1

current density in the plate. Further, there is an optimum
point at which for any particular given rate, where available

Fig. 1: PiOI of percentage of active material utilization against
current density

pore space reaches a maximum [11].
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CONCLUSIONS
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further study at very high current density.
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